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Our customers seek independent, thorough and evidence-based medical opinion to support injury and claim decision making.
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Our carefully selected consultants are experienced medical experts and allied health professionals undertaking current clinical practice.
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You have been referred to Medilaw for an independent medical opinion that will help to determine ‘what’s next’ after injury or illness. So that you know what to expect, we have outlined here all the information you need to know and we have answered the commonly asked questions.
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Our fair and balanced opinion provides a way forward for people and organisations after injury or illness.
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				Contact
Medilaw has expanded across Australia to become a significant provider of independent medical opinion.
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Adelaide
Brisbane
Bundaberg
Cairns
Canberra
Darwin
Gold Coast
Hervey Bay
Hobart
Ipswich
Launceston
Logan
Mackay
Melbourne
Perth
Rockhampton
Southport
Sunshine Coast
Sydney
Toowoomba
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Addiction Medicine & Pain Management Physician
Clinical Neuropsychologist
Colorectal and General Surgeon
Dentist
Dermatologist
Ear Nose and Throat Surgeon
Gastroenterologist
General Surgeon
Neuropsychologist
Neurosurgeon
Occupational Physician
Occupational Therapist
Oral Maxillo Facial Surgeon
Orthopaedic
Orthopaedic Surgeon
Plastic and Hand Surgeon
Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeon
Plastic Surgeon
Psychiatrist
Respiratory Physician & Sleep Disorder
Rheumatologist
Sports and Exercise Medicine Physician
Upper Gastrointestinal and General Surgeon
Vascular Surgeon
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Welcome to Medilaw

	
		
			Since 2000, Medilaw has provided robust, expert medical opinion to the personal injury, workers compensation and insurance industries.

Our fair and balanced opinion provides a way forward for people and organisations after injury or illness.


		

	








About us
Medilaw was established in 2000, when a group of doctors in Brisbane saw opportunities for improvement in the medical opinion services industry.

The Medilaw story >










Innovation at Medilaw
We champion innovative thinking and problem solving, creating new ways of doing things in response to the need for advanced medical opinion services.

Discover our new services >










Attending an assessment?
We have all the information you need to prepare for your assessment, whether you are attending in-person at one of our locations or via telehealth.

What you need to know >










Medical consultants
As we grow, we continue to seek independent medical specialists to provide fair and balanced opinions. Join our leading team of carefully selected experts.

Explore the benefits >









Keep up to date with us
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Medilaw’s spotlight doctor of the day: Dr Peter Sharwood, Orthopaedic Surgeon




Cairns, Rockhampton and Brisbane appointments available with Orthopaedic Surgeon Dr Peter Sharwood. Dr Sharwood is available to assess all Orthopaedic injuries, with specialties in hand, upper limb and spine. Book an appointment with the Medilaw QLD team on 1300 633 452 or email clientservices@medilaw.com.au
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Medilaw’s Newest Consultant: Dr Clare Wood, Occupational Physician




Introducing experienced Occupational Physician Dr Clare Wood. Dr Wood specialises in Functional Capacity Assessments, Occupational Performance Assessments, Infectious Disease and Pneumoconiosis and is available for Face-to-Face assessments in Brisbane and Telehealth assessments nationally. Learn more about Dr Clare Wood HERE To book an assessment, contact our team on 1300 633 452 or email clientservices@medilaw.com.au
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Medilaw’s Newest Consultant: Dr Truls Bratten, Psychiatrist




Introducing Medilaw NSW/ACT’s newest Psychiatrist, Dr. Truls Bratten. Dr. Truls Bratten is an experienced Psychiatrist based in Sydney and specialises in Historical & Institutional Abuse, PTSD and Electroconvulsive Therapy. Learn more about Dr Bratten here – https://lnkd.in/gBjNvjpY To schedule an appointment with Dr. Bratten, call the Medilaw NSW/ACT team on 1300 633 452 or email adminNSW@medilaw.com.au
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Medilaw is part of MedHealth

	
		
			MedHealth supports thousands of people each year to achieve better work and health outcomes. We do this through our unique combination of strengths, capabilities and resources which span employment, medical opinions, advisory, rehabilitation and return to work services. Our 1,700 strong team of committed professionals use their talents to help others realise their potential. Backed with the expertise of more than 1,200 independent medical specialists, we cover all major medical and allied health disciplines. Delivering localised expertise in more than 300 locations across Australia, we are wherever our customers need us most, when they need us.


		

	







	
		
			Medilaw acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of the land upon which we live and work, and pays respect to Elders past and present.
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          Contact Us
				Level 4, 113 Wickham Terrace

Brisbane QLD 4000
	1300 633 452
	info@medilaw.com.au
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